Abstract-The paper presents a new accurate and efficient technique for the analysis of H-plane single or multiple rods in rectangular waveguides. The new method is based on a mode matching procedure that matches open space and guided modes along a circular boundary that encloses the rods. Since the EM fields around the obstacles are expanded using open space cylindrical modes, a full analytical (and highly efficient) solution can be obtained for dielectric or metallic circular posts. However, this technique can also cope with any arbitrary geometry of the H plane obstacles. In such a case, a numerical method should be used to characterize geometries other than circular in terms of cylindrical modes, and therefore the efficiency would be reduced.
I. INTRODUCTION
C IRCULAR metallic and dielectric rods inside a rectangular waveguide are frequently found in the geometry of many passive microwave devices, such as passband or stopband filters, diplexers or oscillators [1] , [2] . Ceramic dielectrics with high dielectric constant and temperature stability are commercially available. They allow the replacement of bulky and expensive waveguide resonant cavities in microwave filters or oscillators by low-cost, small size, good temperature stability, and high-Q dielectric resonators [3] , [4] . If the height of the dielectric posts is the same as the height of the waveguide, that is, if the posts are all inductive or H-plane, better out of band rejection and multipactor response can be obtained [5] .
The authors have developed a technique for the analysis of these passive devices which consists on dividing the device in simpler building blocks: empty waveguides, steps and sections of waveguide loaded with the dielectric or metallic posts. The generalized scattering matrix of each block is obtained by the most suitable analysis method, and then all the matrices are connected by a new and efficient iterative technique [6] that provides the generalized scattering matrix of the whole filter. For instance, the generalized scattering matrix of the empty sections of the waveguide is well known from the literature [7] , and the waveguide step can be analyzed by means of several modal techniques, such as the well know mode matching method [8] or the integral equation technique [9] .
However, the analysis of waveguide sections loaded with circular obstacles is far more complex. In order to characterize these structures, circular and rectangular geometries must be considered at the same time. This complexity in the geometry makes it difficult to use purely analytic techniques,while the numerical methods are highly time-consuming. This is a serious drawback when using the simulator in a design process, since it typically demands a huge number of simulations before it finds a suitable design that fulfils the specifications. For this reason the accurate and efficient analysis of H-plane circular rods inside rectangular waveguides has received considerable attention for more than 60 years.
Using variational methods, Marcuvitz [10] calculated the circuit parameters of circular posts of small radius. This method was invalid near resonance. Lewin [11] calculated the reflection coefficient of a metallic post assuming that the radius was small. Araneta et al. [12] improved the variational method attributed to Schwinger and used by Marcuvitz in [10] , and was able to accurately analyze large dielectric circular rods.
Leviatan et al. [13] developed a moment solution for the analysis of a single circular metallic post placing fictitious currents inside the post. Next a multiple point matching of the boundary condition is applied and the unknown filamentary currents are obtained. This allows the accurate analysis of large posts. This method was extended in [14] - [16] to, respectively, the analysis of multiple metallic posts, multiple dielectric posts and multilayer posts of arbitrary and smooth cross section.
Hsu and Auda [3] derived a volume integral field equation for the equivalent polarization current of a general problem of multiple dielectric posts of arbitrary cross section. This equation was solved numerically using a subsectional point matching moment method.
Koshiba and Suzuki [17] applied a combination of the finite element method and an analytical method to the analysis 0018-9480/$26.00 © 2010 IEEE of H-plane waveguide junctions with an arbitrarily shaped ferrite post, such as the Y-junction circulator with ferrite post. Ise and Koshiba [18] , [19] used a combination of the finite and boundary element methods to solve the scattering of circular dielectric posts. Then, they derive the corresponding equivalent circuit using a lattice network and demonstrated the three different types of resonances of the dielectric post inside a waveguide. Similarly, Auda and Smith [20] applied the resonance method for evaluating the impedances of the equivalent network of a dielectric post.
In [4] , Arcioni et al. use the boundary integral-resonant mode expansion (BI-RME) method to the analysis of H-plane cavities with dielectric resonators, where both the cavity and the dielectric post can be of arbitrary cross section. Catina et al. [21] use a surface integral method for the analysis of any arbitrarily shaped 2-D problem including dielectric posts.
Recently, Bhattacharya and Gupta [22] have used a neural network model for the analysis of a circular dielectric post.
Nielsen [23] was the first to characterize a circular post using open space cylindrical waves. Then a discrete mode-matching with the external guided waves of the rectangular waveguide was performed using a rectangular boundary which included the waveguide walls in order to calculate the circuit parameters. In [24] Lewin discussed the inadequacy of the discrete mode-matching technique with some waveguide discontinuities problems, such as the geometry used by Nielsen. To overcome this limitation, Sahalos and Vafiadis [25] used a circular boundary to perform the discrete mode-matching between cylindrical and guided waves, thus avoiding the waveguide walls in the boundary region. This improves the convergence rate, although only centered circular posts can still be analyzed. Geshe and Löchel [26] also used a cylindrical boundary and cylindrical waves inside and guided waves outside that boundary to expand the fields. Using the orthogonal expansion method, they forced field continuity at the cylindrical boundary and obtained the scattering parameters of an off-centered dielectric cylinder with not too large radius and permittivity values. This method provides the field distribution and Poynting vector inside the waveguide and the cylinder. The same authors extended their method to the analysis of resonators with two cylinders in [27] . Abdulnour and Marchildon [28] analyzed circular and rectangular posts using, respectively, rectangular and circular boundaries. Instead of using point matching as previous authors did, they used an integral method which converges faster and provides more accurate results, but they must perform numerical integration.
In [29] Esteban et al. also used a circular boundary to match cylindrical and guided waves, so that they could analyze an arbitrarily shaped H-plane post, providing greater accuracy and efficiency than previous methods, and being able to analyze any arbitrary geometry. However, when this method is used to compute the generalized scattering matrix of a large post placed very close to other discontinuities (i.e., steps), which is the case of some filtering structures, an instability in the results appears. This is because in those cases the accuracy of the results is limited to the fundamental mode, since there is a poor accuracy for the coefficients of the scattering matrix correspondant to higher order modes. This means that when the scattering matrix of the post is cascaded with the matrices of adjacent building blocks of the structure (i.e., steps, lines), the overall accuracy rapidly decreases and the whole filter response is not correct.
In this paper the authors propose an improvement of the method presented in [29] in order to increase the accuracy and stability of the analysis, no matter the number of modes or the nature of the H-plane problem under study. This is accomplished with a new mode matching procedure which uses the fast Fourier transform to solve the matching between cylindrical and guided modes. Analytical expressions are used to characterize the circular posts in the inner region, thus resulting in a highly efficient technique for the analysis of single or multiple posts inside a rectangular waveguide.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE METHOD
In order to characterize one or various metallic or dielectric rods placed inside a rectangular waveguide, two regions are defined (see Fig. 1 ).
In order to find the circuit parameters of the structure, the fields in region B are expanded in series of cylindrical modes and the fields in region A in series of guided modes. Next a mode matching is performed between the guided modes of region A and the cylindrical modes of region B, enforcing the continuity of the tangential electric and magnetic fields across the circular boundary and projecting the resulting equations to the modes of regions A and B.
In region B, the field is expanded as summations of incident and scattered cylindrical open space modes
where and are the incident and scattered field spectra in open space, and are the -th incident and -th scattered cylindrical modes, and and are the truncation indexes for the summations of incident and scattered cylindrical modes. Both numbers must be high enough to ensure good accuracy of the results [29] .
In region B, the scattered field spectrum can be related to the incident field spectrum by means of a scattering matrix that provides the full wave characterization of the scattering structure inside region B [29] , and so we can write (4) In matrix form . Using (4), the scattered field is
In the outer region, or region A, the tangential fields are expanded as summations of the guided modes of the canonical rectangular waveguide. Since both the geometry and the excitation are invariant in height (dimension ), only the family of modes are considered, and the fields can be expanded as
where for the input port and for the output port, and
In these equations • is the index of the correspondant guided mode. • , and are, respectively, the number of guided modes, the width and the height of the input and output ports. In the structures considered in this work , and .
• and are, respectively, the amplitudes of the waves in the input and output ports.
• and are the coordinates local to the input and output waveguides (see Fig. 1 ). The amplitudes and admitances of the guided waves can be referenced in a more compact way defining the following vectors , and , each of one of elements:
where
Using (12) we can express in a compact way the tangential fields outside the boundary (16) (17) where and other (18) other.
The choice of a circular boundary for the mode matching avoids the waveguide walls in the boundary region. And instead of using discrete mode matching, in this work the mode matching is solved by projecting the equations resulting from enforcing field continuity to the modes of regions A and B. This provides with a set of equations, and after selecting the proper ones, a matrix system is obtained whose solution is the generalized scattering matrix of the structure. If the right set of equations is selected the matrix system is very well conditioned and a very good accuracy can be obtained. Moreover the integrals that must be solved in order to compute the elements of the matrices involved can be solved by using the fast Fourier transform instead of using other numerical methods.
The application of this mode matching procedure can be very simple if the obstacle is a centered circular post, but can be generalized for arbitrary single or multiple obstacles. In Sections III-VI, we describe the mode matching procedure for the case of a single centered circular cylinder and for arbitrary obstacles. The theory of arbitrary obstacles has also been detailed for the cases of an off-centered circular post and for two circular posts.
III. CENTERED CIRCULAR POST

A. Generalized Scattering Matrix
When the post inside the circular boundary is a single centered circular post, as shown in Fig. 2 , each incident cylindrical mode excites only the scattered cylindrical mode of the same order. Thus, the scattering matrix that relates incident and scattered cylindrical spectra is a diagonal matrix, and For a single centered circular cylinder the elements of the scattering matrix can be easily obtained analytically [30] , either for a metallic (22) or a dielectric cylinder (23) where is the radius of the cylinder, , and and are, respectively, the relative permittivity and permeability of the cylinder.
Assuming that , , , we can merge (2) and (3) and obtain the total field inside the circular boundary (24) Using Maxwell's curl equation, we can also obtain the total magnetic field in the inner region (25) In the circular boundary, where the continuity of the fields must be enforced, , the Bessel functions are constant, and thus the fields of the inner region are reduced to 
where and
Projecting (31) and (32) 
In order to obtain the generalized scattering matrix only two equations of the four are required. One equation must be of electric field and another of magnetic field. The only possibility is to use (49) or (50) to extract , since and are not square. If we choose (50) the matrix must be inverted, but this matrix is bidiagonal and is ill-conditioned. Then (49) must be used for extracting (53) Now a magnetic field equation must be used. It can be (50) or (52). If we use (52), which comes from enforcing continuity of magnetic field and projecting over modes of region A, we use both the electric and magnetic field and we use one equation with projection over the modes of region A and another equation with projection over the modes of region B. Substituting (53) in (52) and reordering, we obtain the generalized scattering matrix (54)
The integrals needed to fill matrices , , , , and can be solved either analytically or by using the fast Fourier transform.
B. Solution of the Integrals
There are six integrals that need to be solved: , , , , and . can be solved analytically (55) Since is a diagonal matrix, its inverse is very simple to calculate, just by inverting each element of the main diagonal.
The second integral is (56) where (57) In order to obtain the continuous value of should be considered. We can accelerate the calculus if we consider the value of only over some discrete points along , using the fast Fourier transform (58) is a periodic signal of period equal to the number of discrete points considered along for performing the fast Fourier transform. Nevertheless the duration of the original signal can exceed that period, and therefore an error of aliasing can appear. In order to minimize this error we must choose a proper number of points for the fast Fourier transform. This number of points must be at least of (the number of rows of ), and we will use points. As increases, the error due to aliasing decreases. Using the fast Fourier transform the remaining integrals can also be easily obtained, 
C. Study of the Parameters That Control the Method
For computational reasons there are several summations with infinite terms that must be truncated in order to obtain the scat- tering parameters of the structure. For that purpose the following truncation indexes have been defined:
• number of modes of the incident field spectrum: ; • number of points for the FFT: . The number of modes for the scattered field spectrum has been fixed to , since according to [29] it is enough to consider . In order to test the convergence of the method and choose the adequate values for these indexes the convergence (difference with the previous value) of the computed scattering parameter with each one of these indexes has been represented. In all the graphics there are four plots representing four different combinations of post size and electric permittivity: large and small posts with either high or small permittivity. This ensures that the chosen value for the truncation indexes are valid for a wide range of post types. Fig. 3 shows the convergence of with the parameter that controls the number of modes of the incident field spectrum . The value of is gradually increased and the variation of with the previous value of is depicted. As the number of modes of the incident field spectrum increases, the value of is stabilized, and the difference with the previous value is constantly decreased. This convergence in the value of does not depend on the size or permittivity of the post. The value has been chosen for all calculations because the value of is already stabilized to variations under 160 dB, which ensures a very good accuracy. Greater values of would not significantly increase the accuracy at the cost of highly increasing the computational cost. Fig. 4 shows the convergence of with . Again the convergence does not depend on the post size and permittivity.
is the value chosen to ensure very good accuracy and low computational cost.
The circular boundary chosen for the mode matching simplifies the expressions of the cylindrical modes in that surface, but this implies that the propagation exponentials of the guided waves are not constant as happens when the transversal section of the guide is chosen as boundary for the mode matching. For that reason there is certain sensitivity of the method to the placement of the reference planes. Fig. 5 shows the dependence of the reciprocal of the condition number of the matrix that is inverted in (54) in the 1-norm with the distance from the reference planes of the input and output waveguides to the center of the dielectric cylinder . It can be observed that there is an optimum distance for the reference planes where the matrix is better conditioned.
IV. ARBITRARILY SHAPED OBSTACLES
A. General Theory
The method can be extended to other problems than the single centered circular post. The most important difference is that the scattering matrix that relates incident and scattered field spectra will not be a diagonal matrix any more, even for a circular post if it is not placed at the center of the waveguide.
As in the case of the centered circular post the generalized scattering matrix can be obtained using (54), and the matrices involved in that equation are the ones described in Section III-B except for matrices and that change due to the change of matrix which is no longer diagonal.
Matrix comes from projecting the transversal electric field of the inner region on the circular boundary to the cylindrical modes, which using (2) and (5) 
Using (54) and the expressions of Section III-B substituting and with (69) and (74) we obtain the generalized scattering matrix of any arbitrarily shaped single or multiple obstacle geometry inside a rectangular waveguide. For each specific obstacle the problem is now reduced to the computation of the open space scattering matrix . If the post is circular matrix can be found analytically, as shown in (22) and (23) . For other geometries, i.e., a square post, the scattering matrix must be obtained using a suitable numerical method such as the method of moments.
If there is a single off-centered post, the matrix can be obtained as (81) where is the scattering matrix of the centered circular post and and are translation matrices that translate cylindrical field spectrum either from A to B or from B to A using the addition theorem for Bessel functions (see [29] , [31] , [32] ).
If there are multiple scattering posts inside region B (see Fig. 1 ), the method described in [33] can be used to analytically obtain the joint scattering matrix once the individual scattering matrices of each scatterer have been computed.
V. RESULTS
The new method presented in this paper has been first tested with the analysis of a single centered circular post. Results are shown in Fig. 6 and compared with the results provided by the method presented in [29] by Esteban et al. Although there is a good agreement between both results, the new method is much more accurate. In [29] two matrices had to be inverted in order to obtain the scattering parameters, whereas the new method only needs to invert one matrix (see (54)). Furthermore, the matrix in (54) is better conditioned than the matrices in [29] , as shown in Fig. 7 . Although this circumstance does not imply a significant difference between both methods for the results of the fundamental mode, as shown in Fig. 6 , the method of [29] has very poor accuracy for high order modes, and when the generalized scattering matrix of the post is cascaded with the multimodal matrices of adjacent building blocks (steps, lines) of the structure the overall accuracy rapidly decreases, and the results provided for the whole filter response has a very poor convergence.
In [36] and [37] the method of [29] was used to analyze a four pole coupled cavities filter loaded with centered circular cylinders (see geometry in Fig. 8 ). The results were accurate only for 11 guided modes. If a lower or higher number of guided modes was used, the results became inaccurate. This poor convergence of the method of [29] can be appreciated in Fig. 9 , where the results are computed with the method of [29] using 15 guided modes, and the results have completely diverged. This poor converge proved to be due to the bad conditioning of the matrix that had to be inverted when the reference planes had to be placed close to the center of the post, and this fact lead us to develop a new method that could overcome this limitation. Fig. 9 shows that the new method, presented in this paper, provides very accurate results, in good agreement with the results from the CST commercial software. This results are stable with the number of guided modes once the convergence has been reached at approximatedly 7 guided modes. The CPU time required with a PIV processor at 2.4 GHz was 24 seconds per frequency point with CST and 0.05 seconds with the method of [29] , whereas the new method only required 0.03 seconds. The generalized scattering matrices of the empty lines have been obtained analytically using standard transmission line theory, and the generalized scattering matrices of the steps have been computed using the well-known mode matching method [8] . The new method can also be used for the analysis of arbitrarily shaped, non-circular rods. Fig. 13 shows the analysis of a square dielectric post inside a rectangular waveguide. Since the post is not circular, the numerical method of [38] has been used to compute the open space scattering matrix . This reduces the efficiency, and while the analysis of the circular post inside the waveguide needs only 0.005 seconds, the square post needs 0.035 seconds.
VI. CONCLUSION
A new hybrid open space and guided modes mode matching method for the analysis of H-plane single or multiple obstacles inside a rectangular waveguide has been presented. The use of a circular boundary to match guided and open space cylindrical modes avoids the walls of the guide and allows the solution of the required integrals using the fast Fourier transform algorithm. The efficiency of this technique is maximum for circular obstacles, though the method is valid for general arbitrarily shaped posts. The new mode matching procedure overcomes the limitation of a previous method that provided accurate results only for the fundamental mode. The new method is better conditioned, highly accurate also for high order modes, and reduces the computation time by approximately 40%. The new method has been tested with the analysis of a single circular post and several filter topologies with single and multiple circular posts. 
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